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Phobya Flexible Thread
Funnel - Black G 1/4

$8.95

Product Images

Short Description

Phobya's slightly different filling aid! Classic Black can hold the funnel can be used in multiple places to help
to fill in its water cooling. Of course, the main area of the reservoir or in the extended arm a Fillport that is
sharing in general, with its small 1 / 4 inch threaded opening only a tiny hole to fill.

Description

Phobya's slightly different filling aid!

Classic Black can hold the funnel can be used in multiple places to help to fill in its water cooling. Of course, the main area of
the reservoir or in the extended arm a Fillport that is sharing in general, with its small 1 / 4 inch threaded opening only a tiny
hole to fill. Another possibility, which would be conceivable to use Y or T-connectors to the circuit to be filled.

The advantages over a household funnel are simple, but still prevalent: the funnel can not slip, the bottom rod is very short
through the threads and the hopper side with the soft rubber to practically utilize to narrow points of this tool at all.

The bottom line is you can say with good conscience: This funnel is in any well-stocked watercooling toolbox!
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Specifications

Material: nickel-plated brass, rubber

Color: black

Dimensions (H x D): 53 x 60mm

Thread Size: 1 / 4 "

Thread length: 4mm

Extent of delivery:

1x Flexible Phobya Thread Funnel - Black 1 / 4

Additional Information

Brand Phobya

SKU PH-32201

Weight 0.4000

Color Black

Msc Watercool Funnel

Vendor SKU/EAN 4049469115425


